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CALIFORNIA ALTERNATIVE ENERGY AND  
ADVANCED TRANSPORTATION FINANCING AUTHORITY 

Meeting Date: October 25, 2011 
 

Consideration of Temporary Suspension of the SB 71 Advanced Transportation and 

Alternative Source Manufacturing Sales and Use Tax Exclusion (STE) Program 

 
Prepared By: Deana Carrillo  
 
Summary. 
 
On September 27, 2011, CAEATFA Chairman, Treasurer Bill Lockyer, requested the 
CAEATFA Board to consider pausing the SB 71 Program in the wake of Solyndra’s bankruptcy.  
The "pause" on the program would allow CAEATFA staff to continue to monitor the federal 
investigations into the Solyndra bankruptcy, examine program regulations and processes for 
reviewing and approving exclusions under the program, prepare for an upcoming legislative 
hearing on the SB 71 Program, and consider the potential outcome of that hearing.  The pause 
would only impact review and approval of future sales and use tax exclusions under the program, 
not existing awards.    
 
This agenda item provides the CAEATFA Board with a formal process to consider the need for a 
temporary suspension of SB 71.  
 
Solyndra’s Bankruptcy and SB 71 
 
Solyndra submitted an application for the SB 71 Program in October 2010, for its facility to 
produce cylindrical module photovoltaic panels in Fremont, CA.  The Solyndra project met the 
eligibility and evaluation criteria established in SB 71 Program regulations and was approved at 
the November 2010 Board meeting, along with eleven other projects, for a maximum of 
$381,776,000 in Qualified Property (QP) which equated to approximately $34.7 million in sales 
and use tax exclusions (STEs).  See Attachment A for additional information on the SB 71 
Program and the nature of sales and use tax exclusions.   
 
On September 6, 2011 Solyndra filed for bankruptcy.  Upon hearing about the closure of the 
facility in the news, Staff immediately tried to reach their contacts at Solyndra but have not 
received a response.   
 
Under the SB 71 Program, Solyndra has purchased $277 million in equipment from over 350 
vendors, utilizing an estimated $25.1 million in STEs to date.   
 
The abrupt closure of Solyndra drew an abundance of media coverage as the Department of 
Energy (DOE) and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) began to conduct investigations into 
Solyndra's conduct.  There have been two Congressional hearings held surrounding due diligence 
of a $535 million DOE loan guarantee given to Solyndra.  Senator Padilla, the author of SB 71 
and chair of the Senate Energy, Utilities and Communications Committee, called for a joint 
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hearing with the Senate Governance and Finance Committee to review the SB 71 program.  The 
hearing took place on October 19, 2011. 
 
With respect to recovery of the STE, Staff has talked to legal counsel and the Board of 
Equalization (BOE) and under current circumstances it does not look as though the State will be 
in a position to recover the avoided STE.  However, Staff will continue to monitor the findings in 
the federal investigations and the bankruptcy proceedings to see if there is a discovery that could 
support a recovery at the State level.  CAEATFA would need to prove a material 
misrepresentation in the information Solyndra provided.   
 
 
Legislative Hearing  
 
Subsequent to Solyndra declaring bankruptcy, State Senator Alex Padilla, author of SB 71, and 
Senator Lois Wolk called a joint legislative hearing to review the program and discuss potential 
changes to ensure that the state is prudent with its resources.   
 
At the September 27, 2011 CAEATFA Board meeting, Treasurer Lockyer requested that his 
fellow CAEATFA board members consider “pausing” or temporarily suspending the review of 
new applications under the SB 71 program while staff conducted a review of the program and 
responded to the legislative oversight hearing.   
 
A joint oversight hearing between the Senate Committees on Energy, Utilities and 
Communications and Governance and Finance took place on Wednesday, October 19, 2011.  
Attachment B and Attachment C are the briefing documents provided at the hearing by the 
Legislative Analyst’s Office (LAO) and committee staff respectively.   
 
The hearing included presentations by: the CAEATFA Chair, Treasurer Lockyer; the LAO; 
representatives from California solar companies (Stion and Solaria); and the California Tax 
Reform Association (See Attachment B for the legislative hearing agenda).  The hearing 
included a review of the program from the Legislators, LAO, program users, tax policy 
advocates, and industry representatives.   
 
 
SB 71 Program Internal Review    
 
Also during this time period, CAEATFA staff reviewed the Program’s regulations, policies and 
procedures, both widely and specific to the Solyndra Application, and have outlined a number of 
the safeguards, including reporting requirements, that are in place under the program (further 
discussed below).  
 
Staff will continually review the program’s regulations to ensure they are appropriate and 
consistent with the goals of the statute.  In addition, Staff will strengthen its review of the media 
coverage/financial coverage of applicants and will make this information available to the Board 
when it considers an application.     
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As noted above, the SB 71 Program includes several provisions that ensure that the SB 71 
financial assistance is provided to eligible companies under the statute, and protects the 
taxpayers’ dollars.  The most significant of these provisions are listed below.  Several of these 
provisions were incorporated into the program with the recent enactment of modified regulations 
on September 28, 2011, including:   
 

 A substantial use test to ensure that the equipment and machinery purchased under the 
program are used for the intended purposes.   This test was recently tightened in the 
regulations enacted in September 2011 to require the equipment be used at least 50% of 
the time each year and more than 75% of the time on average for eligible equipment 
(Section 10033(b)(1)).  
 

 A net benefit evaluation to ensure that the environmental and economic benefits to the 
State outweigh the potential cost to the State (Section 10033 (c)). The net benefit scoring 
methodology was recently revised to make it more reflective of reality by taking into 
account the capital intensity of an Applicant’s manufacturing process.  
 

 A requirement that the Applicant inform CAEATFA of any material changes in their 
application (Section 10032(c)(1)(J). CAEATFA staff is currently considering how it 
could strengthen the enforcement of this provision.   
 

 A requirement that the Applicant disclose any material legal issues (Section 10032(c)(2)).  
 

 A requirement the equipment be maintained in California for the term of the 
agreement (half of the useful life of the equipment)(Section 10035(b)(1)(F)).  
 

 An Annual Report requirement from each Applicant that requires it provide the 
following data (for a time period equal to half the useful life of the equipment):  total 
payroll; number of full time equivalent permanent jobs at the Applicant's Facility; 
number of full time equivalent construction or installation jobs created as a result of the 
Qualified Property purchases; total annual product sales (in dollars) including the fraction 
in California; total number of units sold including the fraction in California; anticipated 
corporate or personal income tax related to the Facility for the preceding calendar year; 
the amount spent on supplier purchases, including the fraction of such purchases from 
California Suppliers; the total amount of Qualified Property purchased as of the date 
specified in the compliance report; a narrative description of the project status and 
consistency with the timeline contained in the Application; anticipated purchase dates of 
any additional items of Qualified Property, and an explanation of any material changes to 
the product or manufacturing process implemented since the approval of the Application; 
and a statement indicating the fraction of the time that the Qualified Property has been 
used to make Advanced Transportation or Alternative Source products, components, or 
systems (Section 10035(c)(3)). 
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 A mechanism for the Board to rescind the award upon a finding that an Applicant 

provided false information or has otherwise violated the agreements (Section 
10035(c)(6)).  
 

 A provision that enables the recovery of financial assistance in the event an Applicant 
does not use the equipment for its intended purposes (e.g. manufactures glass for 
windshields instead of solar panels); or if an Applicant moves the equipment out of state.  
(Section 10035(d)).  
 

Ongoing Program Review and Refinement  
 
CAEATFA Staff will continue to review the program, work with legislative and LAO Staff on 
potential program adjustments that may be identified in the future, provide regular reports to the 
Board on the status of SB 71 Applications, and recommend any modifications to the program 
when it becomes appropriate.   
 
 
Attachments  

 Attachment A: CAEATFA Background on SB 71 Program Development  
 Attachment B: Legislative Hearing Agenda  
 Attachment C: LAO’s report to the October 19, 2011 Joint Legislative Hearing (Senate 

Energy, Utilities and Communications Committee and Senate Governance and Finance 
Committee) on the Alternative Energy Manufacturing Sales and Use Tax Exclusion (SB 
71) Program.  

 Attachment D: Committee Staff Report on the October 19, 2011 Joint Legislative 
Hearing (Senate Energy, Utilities and Communications Committee and Senate 
Governance and Finance Committee) 
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Attachment A  
SB 71 Program Background 

 
About SB 71 
 
SB 71 (Padilla), introduced into the legislature on January 10, 2010 and signed into law on 
March 24, 2010, authorized CAEATFA to approve projects for sales and use tax exclusions on 
Qualified Property (equipment and machinery) utilized for the design, manufacture, production 
or assembly of Advanced Transportation Technologies or Alternative Source products, 
components or systems.  The purpose of SB 71 is to promote the creation of California-based 
manufacturing, California-based jobs, the reduction of greenhouse gases, or reductions in air and 
water pollution or energy consumption.  The bill established two primary elements: 1) it 
identified a specific industry/sector that was eligible for a sales and use tax exclusion (green 
manufacturing), and 2) required CAEATFA to evaluate applications’ net benefit to the state, that 
the economic and environmental benefits of the project outweigh the potential sales and use tax 
not collected by the state.   
 
Program Development 

In developing the SB 71 Sales and Use Tax Exclusion Program (“Program”), CAEATFA staff 
(“Staff”), with assistance from its technical consultant, Blue Sky Consulting Group (Blue Sky), 
underwent a five month implementation process.  Staff and Blue Sky worked together to gather 
relevant information, and conducted stakeholder meetings and public workshops involving: State 
agencies, cities and counties, advanced transportation technology and alternative source 
manufacturers, renewable energy generators, law firms and consulting groups representing 
various advanced transportation technology and alternative source industries, and other 
interested parties.  
 
CAEATFA conducted a significant public participation process prior to the formal regulatory 
process.  CAEATFA held four public workshops with stakeholders to discuss key issues and 
gain substantial input to develop the Program.  Through this process, Staff gained a strong 
understanding of the Program’s mandate, California’s need for advanced transportation 
technology and alternative source manufacturing incentives, and Program administration issues 
and concerns.   
 
Draft emergency regulations were presented at both the third and fourth workshops, and were 
also posted on the CAEATFA website.  Approximately 40-45 public comment letters were 
received from stakeholders who engaged in the public rulemaking process.  Staff analyzed and 
considered all comments and incorporated changes to the emergency regulations when 
appropriate.  The proposed emergency regulations balanced stakeholders’ comments with the 
statutory, legal and Program administration framework and requirements. 
 
Regulations 

The initial program regulations were approved by the Office of Administrative Law (OAL) on 
Oct. 4, 2010 last year.  Subsequent to adoption of the emergency regulations, Staff and Blue Sky 
continued to work on modifications to the regulations to address the “lessons learned” from early 
implementation of the Program.  In addition to several other changes, Staff added language to 
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seek recovery of the STE if the QP does not meet the substantial use requirements, or the QP is 
taken out of California. 
 
Applicant Evaluation 

Applications are evaluated based on criteria in the Regulations.  CAEATFA Staff evaluates the 
fiscal and environmental results that stem directly from the STE.  Only the marginal additional 
production (and resulting fiscal and environmental benefits) associated with the STE are 
included for purposes of evaluating Applications.  The marginal additional production resulting 
directly from the STE is determined based on an estimated increase in equipment purchases 
resulting from the STE.  The resulting increase in output associated with the additional 
equipment purchases is subsequently calculated, and the fiscal and environmental effects 
associated with just this additional output is used for purposes of scoring the Application. The 
value of these benefits (in dollars) is compared to the value of the STE in order to calculate the 
Applicant’s score.  
 
Reporting Requirements 

Approved applicants must agree to rigorous reporting requirements on an annual basis.  Data 
such as total payroll, jobs created as a result of the STE, total annual product sales, units sold, 
anticipated corporate or personal taxes, purchases from CA suppliers, etc., is collected to 
calculate and measure the fiscal and environmental benefits of the program.  Regulations include 
an ability to rescind the STE in the event of a finding that false information was provided, or 
there was a violation of the regulatory agreement requirements.   
 
In August 2011, as required by SB 71, Staff provided notice to the Legislature that the SB 71 
Program was reaching $100 million in approved STE.  Additionally, the Legislative Analyst 
Office (LAO)  is required to report to the Joint Legislative Budget Committee on the 
effectiveness of the program, on or before January 1, 2019, by evaluating factors, including the 
number of jobs created by the program, the amount of businesses that have remained in 
California or relocated to California as a result of the program, the amount of state and local 
revenue and economic activity generated by the program and the amount of reduction in 
greenhouse gases, air pollution, water pollution, or energy consumption.    
 
How is a Tax Exclusion Different from a Loan Guarantee?  
 
It is important to note the differences and similarities between government tax exclusions 
and government loan guarantees in the context of the Solyndra bankruptcy.  
 
A tax exclusion exempts an entity from the requirement to pay a particular tax. For example, the 
SB 71 program grants qualifying businesses a sales and use tax exclusion on purchases of 
manufacturing equipment. This tax exclusion reduces the cost of manufacturing equipment by an 
amount equal to the sales tax that would otherwise be charged (currently about 8.1%, on 
average).  
 
A tax exclusion does not require the state to spend any of its existing funds. However, the state 
may forgo some revenues that it might otherwise have collected. The amount of revenue 
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foregone is difficult to estimate, because it depends on what would have happened without the 
tax exclusion.  
 
For example, if, without the tax exclusion, a business would have purchased the same equipment, 
produced the same amount of product, and sold it at the same price, then the state will have 
foregone revenues equal to the amount of the tax exclusion.  
 
However, if the availability of the tax exclusion causes the business to purchase more equipment, 
or to expand in California when it otherwise would have expanded elsewhere, then the state will 
have foregone less revenue than the amount of the tax exclusion, and might not have foregone 
any revenues. For example, what if the sales tax exclusion causes a business to purchase more 
equipment, hire more workers, and therefore buy more supplies and sell more finished products? 
In that case, sales and income tax revenues generated by this additional economic activity would 
offset some (or even potentially all) of the sales tax exclusion.  
 
This is the premise of the SB 71 program. The program’s goal is to help green manufacturers 
become more competitive by lowering their production costs. The intent is to encourage green 
business creation and expansion in California that might not occur in the absence of the tax 
exclusion. 
 
In contrast to a tax exclusion, in which the government agrees to forego some revenues it might 
otherwise have received, a government loan guarantee commits the government to spend money 
in the event a business defaults on a loan. In the case of Solyndra, the Federal Financing Bank 
guaranteed a $535 million loan to the company. Now that Solyndra has filed for bankruptcy, the 
federal government may lose all of the $527 million that had been disbursed to Solyndra by the 
time the company closed its doors. The fact that some of Solyndra’s private investors are first in 
line for the company’s assets and intellectual property make this more likely. 
 
The most common way for a large, new manufacturing business to gain financing is through 
private investment. Established businesses, banks, venture capital firms, and wealthy individuals 
sometimes choose to invest in a new, often risky, business in the hope that the new business will 
succeed and generate large financial returns for the investors. Solyndra received capital from a 
number of private investors in addition to its federal loan guarantee. 
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